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Q: A recent study in Australia of 80,000 repository Xrays demonstrated that most common bone abnormalities revealed in X-rays of sales yearlings have no effect
on subsequent racing performance. As a buyer, how do
radiographic findings affect your sales purchases? As a
buyer or seller, have you had any good fortune with yearlings you bought or sold which had veterinary issues?
TOM RYAN, CHEROKEE EQUINE:
I am thrilled with the findings of this study and the
debate that it has generated. Finally, we have solid data
that seems to demonstrate that, in
our pursuit of perfection, we often
bypass clinically sound racing prospects due to lesions that have little or
no effect on performance. I'm not
saying that veterinarians are totally at
fault here, as in most cases they are
only providing a service that is generally straight forward, allowing the
buyer make an informed decision on
their purchase. With that said, I've experienced both
sides of the fence as both buyer and seller, and I am
convinced that some veterinarians are incapable of
saying yes [how they ever managed marriage, I don't
know!] I feel that there are a few vets who wish to
earn a living from overanalyzing X-rays and producing
negative reports which, of course, is always the safe
bet. Are we not all in this industry to breed, buy and
sell racehorses?
How do radiographic findings affect my sales purchases?
X-ray reports have a great effect on my sales purchases because I may fall in love with a yearling and
know, in my heart, this horse has all the right parts, but
if I bring him to OBS or Calder as a two-year-old and he
still has a little 'this or that,' the same vet who said no
to the pinhook but will be okay as a racehorse at the
yearling sales will most likely say no as a racehorse six
months later. I buy yearlings every year for end-users
and enjoy it when they're willing to give a horse the
necessary time to mature and don't have an unrealistic
need for early speed. Cont. p13
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Have I ever had any good fortune with yearlings I've
bought or sold with veterinary issues?
The ones I've bought to go racing rather than
pinhooking have been very productive, and the ones
I've tried to sell with veterinary issues at an auction
have cost me a fortune. Some were horses with clinical
problems that needed to become riding horses; others
were failed due to a negative mindset rather than a real
problem. As a breeder, buyer and seller of yearlings, I
am all too familiar with the escalating costs of getting
the product to the marketplace. Because of the scope
of this industry, we have little control over who makes
the final decisions: Is he a suitable pinhook or only
clean enough to become a racehorse? Who becomes
accountable when he develops into the next Premium
Tap and you have just sold a Grade I winner for
$4,500. Accountability???
TRAINER KEN MCPEEK:
Many years ago, I bought a yearling that six OCDs in
his front legs. He was a excellent bodied horse and I
was able to purchase him for a very reasonable price. We gave him time for the
bone issues and he ultimately set a track
record and started more than 100 times
in his career. Without that experience, I
may not have purchase Curlin. All vet
issues need to be analyzed by the individual horse. As a trainer, I have dealt
with an enormous amount of soundness
situations and that experience helps me
decide which veternarian findings that I can accept or
decline when recommending the purchase of a racehorse for my clients.
ROB WHITELEY, LIBERATION FARM:
The Australian study is monumental in that it uses
2,700+ horses and 80,000 X-rays, and is the first
large research effort to relate sales repository X-ray
findings to later racing success.
Let's hope it is the first of many
such studies and that we will see a
comparable American study in the
near future. Furthermore, let's hope
that it also inspires our American
veterinary clinics to conduct similar
research relating corrective limb procedures and other surgical interventions to racing performance.
Meanwhile, I continue to have
great compassion for sales vets as
they perform their duties. They
function somewhat in the dark and between a rock and
a hard place. With very limited research data to point to
that relates repository findings to later racing success,
sales vets are asked to do the impossible.

They are asked to make guesses about the probability
that a horse's career may be impaired by certain irregularities, even though they are missing an empirical basis
for making prescient or accurately predictive judgments.
This unhappy situation puts sales vets in a no-win
predicament: If they approve the purchase of a horse
that has "issues," and it fails to perform successfully,
the big finger of disappointment and blame can point
back at them. On the other hand, if they turn down one
of the many sales horses with perceived "issues," and
it goes on to a stellar career, frustrated buyers who
missed out on "the big horse" may also blame the sales
vet for the lost opportunity. Either way, sales vets are
vulnerable to criticism.
This vulnerability is magnified because, without having significant scientific data as a reference, sales vets
are reduced to using their own anecdotal experience or
professional inference as the basis for supporting their
opinions and predictions. This puts the onus squarely
on them and their personal experience, rather than on
scientific data. In layman's terms, sales vets, therefore,
become personally accountable for their educated guess
work. Anyway it's looked at, sales vets are on the hot
seat. Being asked to make predictive statements without having reference to empirical data is a little bit like
walking through a minefield with only a part of the
map. No wonder, therefore, that sales vets often adopt
conservative or ultra-conservative positions, and sometimes simply just report a list of findings, without commentary, which often puts buyers off of horses that
they otherwise like and want to buy.
And why shouldn't sales vets be conservative, given
this scenario? It's a scary and lonely spot to be in,
having to make predictive statements that are not
grounded in statistical fact. Some cynics say that sales
vets are overly conservative in order to "cover their
ass;" or that they turn down horses to "create more
business for themselves." But this is not fair. Their
conservatism is a natural instinct in the face of uncertainty. Operating largely in the realm of guess-work
without hard science to back up their guesses and
prognostications, sales vets in general are merely being
prudent.
Simply put, however, vets will be on firmer ground,
and sellers and buyers will benefit, if we have more
research data like that in the recent Australian study.
Meanwhile, until more research is conducted, buyers
who miss out on good horses because of veterinary
issues and input should lighten up on blaming vets.
Instead, buyers should empower themselves and take
more responsibility for the decision making process.
Rather than blame their vet when they miss out on an
eventual Derby horse, or another World Cup Champion
like Curlin, buyers should instead seek to inform themselves better about the many "normal" irregularities in
young horses. They should also avoid being overly
picky and try to be more forgiving, while focusing on
identifying athletes that can overcome little issues.
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It is often self-defeating to go searching for the illusory "perfect" horse. In that regard, reading the CBA
booklets on AScoping,@ AOCDs,@ and ABuying Sales Yearlings@ (available at consignorsandbreeders.com) would
be time well spent.
Another good use of time would be phone calls to
vets or clinics to encourage research in America that
builds on the Australian effort by correlating X-ray
findings and vet procedures to later racing success.
Phone calls to the sales companies to encourage their
participation in a joint effort would also be a good idea,
as they installed the repositories (which now contain a
wealth of essential data) and collect entry fees and
commissions that could help fund meaningful research,
thereby serving the sales scene and their full spectrum
of constituents in the best way possible.
A commercial breeder, Rob Whiteley buys and sells
horses of all ages. www.liberationfarm.com
BARRY BERKELHAMMER, ABRACADABRA FARM
I definitely try to use the veterinary findings in our
favor. I believe the majority of the veterinary findings
do not affect their racing performance. If all the findings in yearlings
did have an affect, I think the breed
as we know it would be tainted. I
think with the repositories, having all
the X-rays and using them as a tool
has given everybody a chance to get
more educated. We have more information than we did in the past. Now,
everybody has the chance to digest
all the findings that are out there.
I try to be fairly lenient when it comes to racing horses and any lesions that we find. I
depend heavily on my veterinarian to buy horses as
opposed to just finding horses to be failed. I look to him
to help me determine which lesions will have an affect
and which ones won=t. We try to be very open-minded
about buying a horse, overlooking some things and
taking a little bit of a price break when we can get it.
The most notable horse that we bought was Grade I
winner Purge. He had a lot of veterinary findings, but
they were all fairly benign in nature. There were a few
different findings in different places, but my veterinarian, Dr. Ruel Cowels, told me to go in there and have
confidence and buy because he thought, as a racehorse, it would really never hurt him.
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TERRY FINLEY, WEST POINT THOROUGHBREDS:
Of course, we spend quite a bit of money performing
vet exams at the sales. Plenty of other buyers do as
well. The findings of this study
don't surprise me in a big way. We
know that a good number of these
"radiographic issues" identified at
the sales can, and are, successfully
managed by racetrack vets in conjunction with the trainers. Most
professional buyers look at the entire picture when buying horses.
So, if we come upon a fairly correct, balanced horse that has a
good look to him, we would be
more inclined to take a shot after
learning of the presence of a bone defect.
I think it helps to have someone like Buzz Chace on
our buying team. He was a vet tech for Dr. Devine in
New Jersey for many years, and he has looked at and
evaluated racehorses for almost 50 years. Certainly, I
think the relationship a buying team has with a sales
vet is vital. We use Dr. Bill Baker [of the Woodford
Clinic in Lexington] for most of our sales work. He
consults on our entire stable, not just at the sales. He
does all of our surgeries and is really part of the team.
He knows he doesn't always have to be on the "conservative side" when evaluating prospects.
So, in summary, it really comes down to gut feel,
experience and risk tolerance. We try to stay away
from vet issues that render horses train wrecks, but
we'll take a good number of shots buying horses we
think can overcome bone problems. A good horse
makes owners, trainers, jockeys and vet look smart.

FABULOUS BALLET, 17, Moscow Ballet--A Fabulous
Time, by Somethingfabulous
Foal born Feb. 28, a filly by Point Given.
Will be bred back to Empire Maker.
Owned by Jack Mandato.
Boarded at Stone Farm.
Accomplishments: Dam of She=s a Sensation (Flying
Sensation), SP; Stoney (Bold Badgett), SW, $254,235;
Leave Me Alone (Bold Badgett), GISW, $653,329.
GABRIELES PRINCESS, 9, Our Emblem-Rachele=sprincess, by Summing
Foal born Feb. 28, a colt by Silver Train.
Will be bred back to Macho Uno.
Owned by Haymarket Farm.
Boarded at Machmer Hall.
Accomplishments: MSW of $143,429.

